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Abstract
In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), energy optimization and the provision of security are the major design challenges.

Since the wireless sensor devices are energy constrained, the issue of high energy consumption by the malicious nodes

must be addressed well in order to enhance the network performance by making increased network lifetime, reduced

energy consumption and delay. In the past, many researchers worked in the provision of new techniques for providing

improved security to WSN in order to enhance the reliability in the routing process. However, most of the existing routing

techniques are not able to achieve the required security through the use of intelligent techniques for safeguarding the sensor

nodes from malicious attacks. In order to address these problems, a new fuzzy temporal clustering-based secured com-

munication model with trust analysis and outlier detection has been developed in this research work. For this purpose, a

new fuzzy temporal rule-based cluster-based routing algorithm with trust modelling and outlier detection for monitoring

the nodes participating in the communication has been proposed. In addition, a fuzzy temporal rule- and distance-based

outlier detection algorithm is also proposed in this paper for distinguishing the malicious nodes from other nodes within

each cluster of the network and has been used in the secured routing algorithm. The proposed secure routing algorithm uses

the temporal reasoning tasks of explanation-based learning and prediction as well as spatial constraints for making efficient

routing decisions through the application of trust and key management techniques for performing effective authentication

of nodes and thereby isolating the malicious nodes from communication through outlier detection. By applying these two

proposed algorithms for communication in the proposed work, it is proved through experiments that the proposed secure

routing algorithm and the outlier detection algorithm are able to perform secured and reliable routing through genuine

cluster head nodes more effectively. Moreover, these two algorithms provide improved quality of service with respect to

the reliability of communication, packet delivery ratio, reduction in end-to-end delay and reduced energy consumption.
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1 Introduction

In the recent years, sensor networks are used in many day-

to-day applications. Moreover, these wireless sensor net-

works (WSNs) are made of tiny devices called sensor

nodes which have low battery power, minimum computing

capacity and limited memory for data storage. Such sensor

nodes are deployed in a systematic way or randomly in a

geographical terrain for effective sensing of the environ-

ment to perform data collection and also to communicate

the collected data to the sink node (base station) through

the application of effective routing algorithms. In such a

scenario, the sensor nodes must route the gathered data

through other sensor nodes which are connected through

wireless links to the base station. Moreover, many routing

protocols are present in the literature on WSN for per-

forming the routing process. Among them, intelligent

cluster-based routing protocols are able to route the packets

with minimum number of network hops. However, the

decisions that are made in the routing process require

complete information about the network topology. This is

possible only in the scenario where the nodes are static. On

the other hand in a mobile sensor network, the sensor nodes

move from one place to another in order to provide

extended coverage area and fast data collection. Therefore,

a new routing protocol which can take efficient decisions

even under mobility and uncertainty with respect to secu-

rity, data collection and communication is necessary to

enhance the network performance. This can be achieved by

proposing an intelligent cluster-based secure routing algo-

rithm which can make more efficient decisions on routing

and security with respect to data collection, routing, trust

analysis and outlier analysis under uncertainty.

Fuzzy logic provides facilities for handling uncertainty

occurring in communication through the effective grada-

tion of truth values using rules and by converting the

quantitative information into qualitative information

(Zadeh 1965). A system performs deductive inference

more effectively by the application of fuzzy rules. In this

scenario, the combination of fuzzy logic with other higher

order logics such as temporal logic, non-monotonic logic

and modal logic helps to infer new knowledge from the

facts and rules available in the knowledge base through

rule firing. In network security, trust is an important

security parameter which analyses the traffic and node

behaviour and assesses the risk involved in the communi-

cation of data through untrusted nodes (Bao et al. 2012;

Das and Islam 2012; Shaikh et al. 2009). Moreover, the

combination of trust modelling and fuzzy inference is

useful to make more accurate security decisions through

authentication, key management and isolation of malicious

node from the communication. In the past, many

researchers have discussed about the application of trust

management systems and reputation-based systems in

order to maintain the integrity and also to detect the attacks

carried out by both inside attackers and outside attackers

(Ganeriwal et al. 2008). Such systems when integrated with

fuzzy rules, temporal constraints and outlier detection

using classification algorithms will enhance the security of

data communication in WSNs (Logambigai and Kannan

2016).

Temporal mining consists of important tasks namely

searching for temporal patterns from datasets, classification

and clustering of temporal data in order to analyse the past

data and prediction of the future behaviour for making

more effective decisions. In the past, many researchers

worked in the areas of temporal reasoning for efficient

decision making through data analysis in many applica-

tions including medical diagnosis systems, intrusion

detection systems, market trend analysis and fraud analysis

in financial applications (Dean and McDermott 1987). For

this purpose, Allen (1983) proposed an interval algebra that

analyses the dependencies between time intervals and

provides operators for performing temporal reasoning

through explanation-based learning and predictive analysis

(Russell and Norvig 1994). Later, many researchers applied

Allen’s interval algebra and also proposed new temporal

reasoning techniques through the development of temporal

constraint networks, discriminant networks and fuzzy

temporal cognitive maps (Sethukkarasi et al. 2014; Kosko

1986).

In a cluster-based routing protocol, the data are sent

through a shortest and multi-hop optimal routing path. In

multi-hop routing, all nodes tend to loose their energy if

each of the sensor nodes has to transmit their data to the

base station and take part in the routing process by sending

their data to the base station through other intermediate

nodes. These nodes consume energy for data collection,

forwarding of data and analysis of data packets. Therefore,

the optimization of power is an important performance

metric to be considered in the design of WSN. Since the

sensor nodes are operating using limited battery power, it is

necessary to optimize the energy consumption by these

nodes for routing the data packets.

The use of energy by sensor nodes can be minimized by

using clustering and performing cluster-based routing. In

this method, the cluster head (CH) selection process is

carried out and then task of routing through CHs is per-

formed where uncertainty is handled using rules. In such a

scenario, the cluster heads must be with higher energy,

lower mobility and highly trusted nodes. In order to select

cluster heads and to perform routing through cluster heads,

many different algorithms are available in the literature

(Izadi et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2015). However, most of the

cluster-based routing algorithms consider the formation of
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equal size clusters and do not detect the outliers which are

not performing the routing operations like other normal

nodes. Such nodes may be attackers or the nodes may

perform malicious activities (Donald et al. 2015). How-

ever, a good secure routing algorithm must perform outlier

detection, and then, it must isolate the outlier nodes even in

intra-cluster routing. In this way, it is possible to increase

the security of communication leading to increase in the

reliability of communication.

A clustering algorithm groups the related data items into

a single cluster and forms a set of clusters by forming

individual clusters (Han et al. 2011). In such a scenario, the

data item which cannot be included in any of the clusters is

called as outlier (Hodge and Austin 2003). In network

communication, outliers are the nodes with anomalous

behaviour whose properties with respect to packet for-

warding, energy consumption and cooperation in commu-

nication will be different from the rest of the nodes that are

members of some clusters. In cluster-based secure routing

algorithms, outlier detection is one of the most important

and fundamental tasks that are implemented through clus-

ter analysis, classification, temporal analysis and associa-

tion rule mining (Moonesignhe and Tan 2006). In this

work, a new distance- and behaviour-based outlier detec-

tion algorithm is proposed to identify the outliers based on

distance, trust scores and behaviour analysis and the

malicious nodes are identified by the proposed outlier

detection algorithm more effectively using fuzzy rules and

temporal constraints in the clustering and cluster-based

routing process. The major contributions of this paper are

as follows:

1. First, a new security model has been developed in this

work for providing secured communication based on

fuzzy temporal rules, clustering, trust management and

outlier detection.

2. Second, a new fuzzy temporal rule-based cluster-based

routing algorithm with trust modelling and outlier

detection (FTRCRA-TO) has been proposed in this

paper for effective monitoring of the behaviour of the

sensor nodes that are participating in the data collec-

tion and routing process.

3. Third, a fuzzy temporal rule- and distance-based

outlier detection algorithm (FTRDODA) has been

proposed in this work which is capable of detecting

the malicious nodes by outlier detection anomalous

behaviour analysis.

4. Fourth, temporal rules have been used to check the

dynamic behaviour of nodes due to mobility and

communication with other nodes. This helps to identify

the malicious patterns and enables the system to predict

the future behaviour of nodes.

5. A new trust model and security analysis techniques

have been proposed in the design of the secure routing

algorithm that performs the temporal reasoning tasks of

explanation of the past, learning new rules and

forecasting the future behaviour of nodes and to isolate

them through outlier detection and trust analysis.

6. Finally, new authentication techniques are proposed to

enhance the security of communication by incorporat-

ing key management, encryption and decryption

techniques.

The major advantages of the proposed model include the

increase in packet delivery ratio, network throughput,

reduction in delay and reduced energy consumption. This

model has been tested through simulations using NS-3

simulator and also using real network scenario in the net-

work test bed, and the verification of the algorithms pro-

posed in this research work is explained in this paper.

The rest of this paper is formulated as shown below:

Sect. 2 presents the related works in the area of cluster-

based secured routing protocols in WSNs. Section 3 por-

trays the architecture of the secured routing system dis-

cussed in this paper. Section 4 describes the novelties of

the proposed secured routing model and explains the out-

lier detection algorithm and secure routing algorithms for

enhancing the communication security. Section 5 provides

the results obtained from this work and also provides

suitable discussions. Section 6 gives relevant conclusions

to this research work and highlights some possible future

enhancements.

2 Related works

Many works have been carried out in the past by different

researchers who worked in the areas of cluster-based

routing, fuzzy rule-based clustering, temporal mining and

secure routing algorithms for WSNs (Shiva Murthy et al.

2012; Dang and Wu 2010; Mahmoud et al. 2015). Among

them, Shiva Murthy et al. (2012) proposed a new multipath

secure routing algorithm for WSN using the digital signa-

ture algorithm for authenticating the nodes before they are

allowed to take part in the routing process. This model

increases the security in the routing process leading to an

increase in reliability of data delivery. Mahmoud et al.

(2015) developed a novel secure routing protocol where the

authors used the signal-to-noise ratio as the metric for

forming and measuring clusters. In their work, the authors

introduced a new error recovery process for enhancing the

reliability of communication. One important contribution

of these authors is the proposal of a security model which is

used to isolate the malicious nodes by using a new tech-

nique called signal-to-noise ratio based dynamic clustering.
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Lee and Choi (2006) introduced a new secured routing

algorithm by combining two prominent security models

namely, the payment model and the trust model for pro-

viding energy-aware routing. Moreover, the trust values of

nodes in their models are evaluated by the payment system

and it rewards the nodes which relay the packets of other

nodes based on their trust values. This model is useful to

enhance the overall network security through the applica-

tion of optimal cost modelling.

Li et al. (2014) developed a novel fault-tolerant routing

protocol that provides energy efficiency and satisfies the

quality of service (QoS) requirements and the authors used

a path vacant ratio which is used to assess and locate an

alternate arrangement for the connection disjoint paths

from all the access paths. Moreover, the authors proposed

new algorithms for efficient congestion control and load

balancing. Liu et al. (2016) proposed a secured alternate

path-based routing algorithm for WSNs. Their model is

capable of detecting and isolating the malicious nodes by

applying the security information received from the

neighbour nodes. Liu et al. (2016) designed a trust model

which consists of two components namely active trust

modelling and secure routing model for improving the

efficiency of communication through the trusted nodes in

the network. Kerrache et al. (2016) proposed a remote

authentication-based security modelling approach for

enhancing security using digital certificate-less encryption

scheme. In their model, a certificate revocation scheme is

also proposed for enhancing the security features through

the remote authentication. Kerrache et al. (2016) explained

about the main threats in trust models by introducing an

adversary model and by comparing the features of various

trust models for enhancing the network security. In their

survey, the authors explained the uses of trust modelling

and cryptographic techniques with respect to the

enhancement of security in communication more effec-

tively. Hamdane et al. (2017) detailed the security models

based on trust computations which are used for securing

the networks. Moreover, the authors also proposed a new

hierarchical identity-based cryptographic technique for

performing effective signature verification. Their model is

useful for enhancing security through the proposal of

effective techniques for key generation, signature forma-

tion and signature verification. Thangaramya et al. (2019)

suggested the use of neuro-fuzzy rules for carrying out the

routing process in WSNs. The main advantage of their

algorithm is the reduction in energy consumption during

the routing process. Moreover, Mazinani et al. (2019)

proposed an intelligent fuzzy multi-cluster-based routing

protocol which performs effective and energy-efficient

routing in WSNs (Santhosh Kumar and Palanichamy

2018). Sethukkarasi et al. (2014) proposed a new knowl-

edge representation technique based on neuro-fuzzy

modelling with temporal constraints by extending the fuzzy

cognitive maps for mining temporal patterns. This model is

able to predict the diabetics level more effectively by the

application of fuzzy temporal rules. Jaisankar et al. (2012)

proposed an intelligent intrusion detection system using the

fuzzy rough sets for identifying the malicious nodes

through the detection of outliers more effectively in the

networks. Logambigai et al. (2018) proposed an energy-

efficient and cluster-based clustering approach which is

working in a hybrid manner for transmitting the data

between the source and destination. Kim et al. (2007)

introduced an energy-efficient routing protocol by extend-

ing the low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH)

protocol for performing effective data communication

between the nodes in WSNs (Sun et al. 2019). Muthura-

jkumar et al. (2017) proposed a new secured and energy-

efficient routing protocol which uses intelligent agents for

enhancing the data communications in mobile ad hoc

networks. Their secure routing protocol achieved better

performance in terms of attack detection accuracy and

network lifetime with less energy consumption. Logambi-

gai et al. (2018) introduced a grid-based energy-efficient

routing algorithm for providing effective data communi-

cations between the nodes in WSNs. Here, the authors have

used fuzzy rules for making an effective decision on the

node communication process. They have achieved better

performance in terms of network lifetime and packet

delivery ratio with reduced energy consumption.

Weichao et al. (2009) improved the standard cluster-

based routing protocol called LEACH with the incorpora-

tion of the trust scores for the various nodes in WSN. They

have achieved better performance in terms of network

lifetime and security. Duan et al. (2011) discussed the

issues of trust management for nodes in mobile wireless

sensor networks that improved the security of the net-

working system. Miglani et al. (2015) enhanced the exist-

ing LEACH protocol with the introduction of trust

management and energy optimization techniques. Their

model achieved better performance in terms of less energy

consumption, reduced delay, and improved packet delivery

ratio and network lifetime. Deng et al. (2010) proposed a

new trust-aware routing algorithm for WSN. Their algo-

rithm is able to route the data packets dynamically

according to the current trust scores of the participating

nodes in WSNs. They have achieved better security when

compared with other existing routing algorithms. Ayadi

et al. (2017) provided a survey of works on outlier detec-

tion and provision of security in wireless sensor networks.

Moreover, the authors presented a comparative analysis

and suggested methodologies for node selection in WSN

during cluster formation and routing. Shamim Hossain

et al. (2019) developed a new multimedia sensor network

application in order to reduce the delay in communication.
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Moreover, they focussed on the optimization of energy

consumption and improvement in network performance.

They developed techniques for multipath routing in order

enhance the quality of service (QoS) in WSN by applying

effective planning methods has very high requirements for

the end-to-end transmission delay. Mazinani et al. (2019)

proposed a fuzzy multi-cluster-based routing algorithm

with a constant threshold for energy optimized routing in

WSN. Their model used clustering and performed cluster-

based multi-hop routing for sending the data collected by

the nodes to the base station. They focused on increasing

the network lifetime by reducing the number of transmis-

sions by selecting suitable nodes as cluster heads. They

compared their results with other related algorithms, and

they established that they have improved the network

performance through their model by the application of

fuzzy rules. Anwar et al. (2019) proposed a security model

through trust computation and established that the use of

trust scores for making decisions has improved the relia-

bility of communication. They explained that the detection

of malicious nodes using trust values enables the routing

algorithm to isolate the malicious nodes from communi-

cation with other genuine nodes, and hence, the attackers

are prevented from carrying out malicious activities in the

network leading to increase in energy consumption. Gilbert

et al. (2018) proposed new techniques for prediction of

attacks using time series model based on autoregression

and trust analysis. Their model is able to predict the

attackers in advance, and hence, it is able to secure the

communication more efficiently. However, they focused on

energy efficiency by considering compressed sensing and

relay selection instead of focussing more on the routing

process. Sree Rathna Lakshmi et al. (2017) proposed a new

architecture for wireless sensor networks and explained

about the QoS-based routing algorithm developed by them.

They considered the issues namely mobility, link failure,

routing overhead and packet delivery ratio in order to

improve the network performance. Fawzy et al. (2013)

proposed a new model for secure routing through outlier

detection, and they prevented the communication of noisy

data in order to increase the security of communication.

Moreover, they performed knowledge extraction for iden-

tifying the malicious users and measured the amount of

data collected and sent by nodes in order to measure the

packet drop rate at nodes that are present in the WSN.

Their model is useful to enhance the security and to

improve the data collection and delivery process. Than-

garamya et al. (2019) proposed a new routing algorithm for

the WSNs that are used in the effective design of Internet

of Things (IoT). In their model, they focussed on fairness,

data collection and energy optimization in order to perform

effective QoS-based routing. Through the experiments

carried out in their work, the authors have proved that their

model optimizes the energy consumption, reduces the

delay and increases the network performance. Jabeen and

Fernandes (2012) explained the design of intelligent WSN

by considering spatial constraint, network topologies and

the geometries involved in the network area. Their model is

useful for node deployment and to observe the behaviour of

the network based on temporal and spatial constraints.

Alshammari et al. (2018) developed an outlier detection

method for solving security problems in wireless sensor

networks. In their model, they proposed a new technique

called nonnegative matrix factorization method to solve the

security problems through outlier detection and statistical

methods in various domains like agriculture monitoring,

health care and security of data communication for pro-

viding reliable communication. Saeed et al. (2019)

explained about the model developed by them for under-

water communication by the use of sensors in optical

wireless sensor networks. They also proposed a geo-

graphical routing algorithm along with a method for outlier

detection for optimizing the placement of anchors in order

to enhance the network performance and security. Shahid

et al. (2012) used support-vector machines (SVM)-based

classification algorithm for performing outlier detection in

WSN. Their model is useful to detect the malicious nodes

and to isolate them for performing secure routing.

Though many algorithms are available in this area, the

routing performance inWSN has been affected continuously

due to the presence of malicious nodes. Therefore, a new

fuzzy rule-based approach for developing trust and energy-

aware secure routing protocol is used in this research work.

This protocol is performing better with respect to security

and reliable routing in WSN. This is possible because of the

introduction of a key based authentication scheme in which

encryption using a newly proposed authentication process in

order to enhance the security inWSN.Moreover, a new trust

model is proposed in this work which uses a new encryption

and decryption-based security model with an authentication

scheme that uses temporal constraints for performing

effective trust analysis. Finally, intelligent temporal analysis

and reasoning techniques using fuzzy temporal rules are

carried out in this work for making effective decisions on

trust-based secure routing leading to increasing in reliability

in the packet delivery by applying fuzzy temporal rules.

3 Proposed system framework

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the proposed system for

providing data collection and energy-efficient secured

routing. The major components of the proposed system are

sensor nodes, clustering module, decision manager, outlier

detection module, security module, routing manager,

knowledge base and base station.
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The sensor nodes are the tiny autonomous devices which

are deployed in the sensing area, and they are used to sense

the natural phenomenon from the sensing domain and to

transmit the sensed data to the base station through multi-

hop communication. The clustering modules collect the

sensed data from the deployed sensor nodes and form

temporal reasoning-based clustering of sensor nodes for

performing routing of sensed data to the base station. The

clustering module consists of three subcomponents for

cluster formation, cluster head selection and cluster main-

tenance. In cluster formation phase, the temporal rules are

used to form dynamic clusters based on distance and by

using k-means clustering algorithm. In cluster head selec-

tion phase, for each corresponding cluster members are

analysed for distance, mobility speed, energy availability

and security parameters to select a suitable cluster head

with high energy, low mobility and minimum distance with

high trust. After selecting the cluster heads for all the

clusters, the data collected by the sensor nodes are routed

to the base station though the cluster head nodes. When-

ever, there is a necessity to carry out re-clustering, the

cluster manger forms new clusters and performs cluster

head election. In this way, clusters are created and main-

tained by the clustering module. The outlier detection

module finds the nodes that are not a member of any of the

clusters. Such nodes will be isolated from data collection

and routing activities since these nodes are with less

energy, low trust and malicious nodes. In this way, the

nodes with low distance and minimum mobility are con-

sidered as the eligible members to become cluster heads

and to perform clustering-based routing. The security

module consists of three subcomponents namely trust

computation component, encryption and decryption com-

ponent and the authentication component. The trust com-

putation component is responsible for computing the nodes

own trust and the trust values of all the other members

nodes present in the same cluster. The encryption and

decryption component is responsible for computing the key

and to carry out encryption and decryption of data. The

authentication component checks the identity of the nodes

which are communicating with a particular node. More-

over, all nodes are made to authenticate themselves by

communicating with the base station and the decision

manager present in the base station for performing effec-

tive authentication of nodes. The routing module is per-

forming the route discovery, route maintenance and routing

processes more effectively with energy efficiency. For

maintaining minimum energy by the nodes and also to

Fig. 1 Proposed system

architecture
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performing routing through nodes with high energy and

energy manager component is present in the routing

module. The decision manager is the most important sub-

system of the proposed system. The decision manager

interacts with all the modules of the system, controls them

and communicates with all the modules in the system for

making coordination in the entire process of data collection

and routing the data to the base station. The decision

manager has three sub-modules namely fuzzy inference

system, temporal information management module and the

special constraint manager. The fuzzy inference system

forms inference rules through the fuzzification process and

executes them using forward chaining rules that are exe-

cuted by the inference system. Defuzzification module is

used to convert the fuzzy decisions into real world deci-

sions that are used for making efficient routing decisions

and followed by the routing module. The temporal and

spatial constraint modules that are checked for making

routing decisions are maintained by the temporal infor-

mation management module. The knowledge base consists

of domain rules and general rules for making effective

inference on routing the collected data into the network.

The base station collects all the data provided by the

routing module after performing an authentication process.

4 Proposed work

The proposed system consists of a set sensor nodes which

has been deployed randomly in the sensing domain to sense

the natural phenomenon. The sensed events are transmitted

to the base station via multi-hop communication. The set of

sensor nodes is used for the data collection to monitor the

given environment. The proposed system works in four

phases namely clustering phase, outlier detection phase,

security maintenance phase and the secured routing phase.

Finally, the secured routing phase consists of three sub-

phases namely trust computation process, encryption and

decryption process and authentication process.

4.1 Clustering phase

This section explains the tasks carried out in the clustering

phase namely cluster formation, cluster head selection,

cluster maintenance due to mobility and re-clustering

processes. The procedure used in the clustering phase is

explained in Algorithm 1.

Initially, each node is assigned a node number for

identifying the node in the subsequent communications.

The cluster formation process divides the region into
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k geographical areas in such a way that the nodes near the

base station will have an area of a Xa square metre which is

decided by both Euclidean distance and RSSI values. These

areas are used for the initial deployment of nodes, and

hence, the nodes are not clustered initially. The next layer

will have geographical areas with 2a X 2a square metres.

This method is repeated to form the last areas with na X na

square metres, where n is the value to be decided by the

decision manager based on the count of nodes present in

the WSN. In addition, the nodes are allowed to perform

mobility to another sensing area after obtaining permission

from the decision manager which will be intimated to the

base station by the decision manager immediately. Re-

clustering is also performed by the clustering module due

to the movement of nodes. The nodes with higher energy

level, lower mobility speed, higher trust score and

authenticated perfectly are chosen as the CH. In addition,

the distance of all the nodes from the cluster head node

must be minimal and the distance between the CH and the

sink node must also be optimal. In the cluster formation,

The fuzzy temporal rules are used to make efficient deci-

sions by including spatial constraints based on distance in

the fuzzy rules. The fuzzy rules are fired using forward

chaining inference mechanism to perform deductive

inference on the type of nodes to be included in the

clusters.

4.2 Outlier detection phase

In this work, outlier detection and prevention of outliers are

considered as the attacker model since the outlier nodes are

considered to be the malicious nodes. Such nodes are identi-

fied by their activities based on the packet drops, energy

consumed and delay created by such nodes with the intention

of performing passive attacks. In addition, the nodes may

performactive attacks throughfloodingof data during routing.

In this section, a fuzzy rule and distance-based outlier

detection algorithm (FRDOA) is proposed for distin-

guishing the outlier nodes within the network. It uses the

relative location initially, and weights are assigned based

on two parameters namely distance and the security level.

Here, we used the Euclidean distance between points (x1,

y1), (x2, y2), …(xn, yn). After initial clustering based on

the mobility, the next level adjustment is carried out. All

the nodes which are not trusted and are not authenticated

properly are included in the list of outlier nodes during the

re-clustering process. The proposed fuzzy rule and dis-

tance-based outlier detection algorithm has been explained

in this section.
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The fuzzy rules applied by the fuzzy inference system

are shown in Table 1. This outlier detection algorithm

assigns weights to the nodes using the initial distance,

energy level, and mobility; then, it calculates the number of

clusters based on the number of nodes and checks the trust

values of nodes. After that, it computes the security level of

nodes based on their authentication score and trust values

for each node.

Now, the algorithm includes all the nodes with less

security level than the threshold value to become a member

of the set of outliers. Moreover, it calculates weights and

distances of all the newly arriving nodes. If the range of

newly arrived nodes is high and security level is also high,

then it adds the new node to a suitable cluster. Otherwise,

the new nodes are added to the outlier node set and then it

returns the list of outlier nodes. In this process, the set of

outlier nodes is initially set to empty set. Now, the

boundary nodes which are equidistance from two cluster

head nodes and are very near to other nodes with higher

energy will be transferred to the outlier set. Later on, all the

nodes which are not secured are also added to the outlier

set by applying the proposed outlier detection algorithm.

4.3 Security analysis phase

The security analysis phase consists of two sub-processes

namely trust score calculation phase and the authentication

process.

4.3.1 Trust score calculation

In this phase, the trust scores are calculated for all the

nodes present in the network. Here, initially two types of

security trusts are used namely the direct and the indirect

trusts. Later, a new type of trust namely the reputation

score is considered for different time intervals and this is

Table 1 Fuzzy rules for outlier detection

S. no. Fuzzy rules

1 IF (Distance is Nearer) and (Energy Consumption is Minimum) and (Mobility is Least Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Least

Possible)

2 IF (Distance is Nearer) and (Energy Consumption is Minimum) and (Mobility is Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Minimum

Possible)

3 IF (Distance is Nearer) and (Energy Consumption is Minimum) and (Mobility is Most Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Min-

Medium Possible)

4 IF (Distance is Nearer) and (Energy Consumption is Medium) and (Mobility is Least Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Minimum

Possible)

5 IF (Distance is Nearer) and (Energy Consumption is Medium) and (Mobility is Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Min-Medium

Possible)

6 IF (Distance is Near) and (Energy Consumption is Minimum) and (Mobility is Least Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Minimum

Possible

7 IF (Distance is Near) and (Energy Consumption is Minimum) and (Mobility is Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Min-Medium

Possible)

8 IF (Distance is Near) and (Energy Consumption is Minimum) and (Mobility is Most Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Medium

Possible)

9 IF (Distance is Far) and (Energy Consumption is Higher) and (Mobility is Least Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Max-Medium

Possible)

10 IF (Distance is Far) and (Energy Consumption is Higher) and (Mobility is Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is More Possible)

11 IF (Distance is Near) and (Energy Consumption is Minimum) and (Mobility is Most Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Medium

Possible)

12 IF (Distance is Far) and (Energy Consumption is Higher) and (Mobility is Least Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Max-Medium

Possible)

13 IF (Distance is Far) and (Energy Consumption is Higher) and (Mobility is Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is More Possible)

14 IF (Distance is Far) and (Energy Consumption is Higher) and (Mobility is Most Frequent) THEN (Chance of outlier is Most Possible)
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also included in the computation of the final trust score for

each node present in the network.

FTS(i) gives the final trust score for the node i. If the

value of FTS becomes less than 0.5 for any node, such

node will be tagged as a malicious node and is included in

the outlier list, and hence, it will not be allowed to take part

in the communication.

4.3.2 Authentication process

Each node must authenticate them before communicating

with the base station which performs decision making

using the decision manager based on the authentication

score with values from 0 to 1. The value 0 indicates that the

node is not authentically fully, 1 indicates that the node is

fully authenticated, and the intermediate values indicate

that the node is partially authenticated. Here, the encryp-

tion and decryption are carried out using Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES) (Stallings 2005).

After performing authentication, the data are allowed for

sending to the base station.

4.4 Routing phase

In the routing phase, the trust scores and authentication

score are used to find the secured an optimal route for

routing in the first process. The fuzzy rules used for finding

the malicious users are shown in Table 2.

Using these rules, the proposed routing algorithm routes

the data packets through the best path selected by the route

discovery process. Therefore, the new fuzzy temporal rule-

and cluster-based secured routing with Outlier Detection

(FRCSROD) algorithm that has been proposed in this work

for performing effective and secure routing is employed

here to perform the secured transmission of the data col-

lected by the sensor nodes. Moreover, in the routing pro-

cess, all the data collected by the sensor nodes are sent to

their respective cluster head nodes for routing further. The

route discovery process discovers the optimal route from
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the source to the destination only through the cluster head

nodes present in various clusters. The routing of data

packets are performed after checking the node credentials

by applying fuzzy temporal rules which are working with

an authentication process and a trust modelling approach

that have been discussed already in this paper.

The steps of the proposed secured routing algorithm are

as below:

Input: Clusters, nodes, cluster heads and security scores

Output: Optimal path for routing.

Step 1: Let DTS = 0.01, IDTS = 0.01, FTS = 0.01,

AS = 0.01;

Step 2: Each node is triggered to communicate with the

sink node using rules for getting their trust

score and authentication score

Step 3: The sink node sends the route request packets

to all the member nodes to form a route using

the destination-sequenced routing (DSR)

algorithm

Step 4: All nodes are allowed to receive the route

request packets from their neighbours through

flooding and broadcast them again to the

neighbours until the packets reach the

destination node

Step 5: Compute the trust scores for paths based on

node trust using PTS = Sum (DTS)/n

Step 6: Compute the authentication score for each node

using the formula AS = Enc(TAS, k, Nonce)

Step 7: Find the path with minimum distance and

PTS[Thresh1 AND AS[Thresh2

Step 8: Perform route reply by the destination node

Step 9: Apply fuzzy rules for finding malicious nodes

and to isolate them from routing

Step 10: Perform k-means clustering again using

genuine nodes

Step 11: Repeat the route discovery process again

Step 12: Send packets through the shortest path

consisting of cluster heads

Step 13: Perform security checking periodically and

perform re-clustering

Table 2 Fuzzy rules for

malicious node detection
Distance Energy consumption Mobility Chance of malicious node

Nearer (0) Minimum (0) Least frequent (0) Least possible (0)

Nearer (0) Minimum (0) Frequent (1) Minimum possible (1)

Nearer (0) Minimum (0) Most frequent (2) Min-medium possible (2)

Nearer (0) Medium (1) Least frequent (0) Minimum possible (1)

Nearer (0) Medium (1) Frequent (1) Min-medium possible (2)

Nearer (0) Medium (1) Most frequent (2) Medium possible (3)

Nearer (0) Higher (2) Least frequent (0) Min-medium possible (2)

Nearer (0) Higher (2) Frequent (1) Medium possible (3)

Nearer (0) Higher (2) Most frequent (2) Max-medium possible (4)

Near (1) Minimum (0) Least frequent (0) Minimum possible (1)

Near (1) Minimum (0) Frequent (1) Min-medium possible (2)

Near (1) Minimum (0) Most frequent (2) Medium possible (3)

Near (1) Medium (1) Least frequent (0) Min-medium possible (2)

Near (1) Medium (1) Frequent (1) Medium possible (3)

Near (1) Medium (1) Most frequent (2) Max-medium possible (4)

Near (1) Higher (2) Least frequent (0) Medium possible (3)

Near (1) Higher (2) Frequent (1) Max-medium possible (4)

Near (1) Higher (2) Most frequent (2) More possible (5)

Far (2) Minimum (0) Least frequent (0) Min-medium possible (2)

Far (2) Minimum (0) Frequent (1) Medium possible (3)

Far (2) Minimum (0) Most frequent (2) Max-medium possible (4)

Far (2) Medium (1) Least frequent (0) Medium possible (3)

Far (2) Medium (1) Frequent (1) Max-medium possible (4)

Far (2) Medium (1) Most frequent (2) More possible (5)

Far (2) Higher (2) Least frequent (0) Max-medium possible (4)

Far (2) Higher (2) Frequent (1) More possible (5)

Far (2) Higher (2) Most frequent (2) Most possible (6)
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Step 14: Store the data at the base station and output the

best path used

In this way, the proposed algorithm performs clustering

for each group of data collected by the sensor nodes and

helps in the secure routing of the collected data.

5 Experimental results and discussion

This proposed model has been implemented through net-

work simulations by using the network simulation (NS2)

tool. The simulation parameters which are used to carry out

this work are shown in Table 3.

The performance of the proposed routing algorithm

named fuzzy rule and cluster-based secured routing with-

out the introduction of the outlier detection process based

on packet delivery ratio is depicted in Fig. 2. Here, the

standard LEACH routing algorithm (Younis and Fahmy

2004), HEED (Kim et al. 2007), LEACH with trust

mechanism (Weichao et al. 2009), have been considered

for packet delivery ratio analysis along with the proposed

model. Therefore, five experiments such as E1, E2, E3, E4

and E5 were conducted in order to evaluate the overall

routing performance of this proposed secured routing

system in a particular time period. These experiments

indicate the varying number of packets sent in the experi-

ments conducted for a period of 10 s.

From Fig. 2, it can be observed that the performance of

the secured routing algorithm without outlier detection

provides better performance than the related routing algo-

rithms such as LEACH routing algorithm (Kim et al.

2007), HEED (Younis and Fahmy 2004), LEACH with

trust mechanism (Weichao et al. 2009) and the proposed

model. This performance improvement is achieved by the

application of trust scores in order to identify the trusted

nodes and isolating them using the proposed trust mod-

elling technique for effective communication in the net-

work for the particular time period. In addition, fuzzy

temporal rules have been used for formation of clusters,

and hence, the clustering accuracy has improved in the

process of routing more effectively to achieve the increase

in packet delivery ratio.

The end-to-end communication delay analysis between

the existing routing algorithms namely LEACH routing

algorithm (Kim et al. 2007), HEED (Younis and Fahmy

2004), LEACH with trust mechanism (Weichao et al.

2009), and the proposed secured routing algorithm before

the introduction of outlier detection is shown in Fig. 3.

Different experiments were carried out for measuring the

overall quality of the network using the delay metric using

the existing models and proposed model.

From the results shown in Fig. 3, it is concluded that the

application of trust scores is able to identify the malicious

nodes and helps to isolate them from the routing process

leading to a reduction in delay. Here, the malicious nodes

were flooding the packets with the intent of making con-

gestion in the network so that the delay will be introduced

artificially which will increase the overall communication

delay. However, the proposed algorithm isolated all the

malicious nodes and routed the packets only through the

genuine nodes. Therefore, the delay is reduced while

applying the proposed algorithm when it is compared with

the existing routing algorithms.

Table 3 Network simulation parameters

Parameters Values

Network area 1000 9 1000 m2

Maximum no. of sensor nodes 500

Initial node energy 2 J

Eelec 100 nJ/bit

efs 20 pJ/bit/m2

emp 0.0026 pJ/bit/m4

Size of each packet 4096 bits

Routing protocol DSR

Mobility speed 10 m/s to 50 M/s

Mobility model Random waypoint
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The packet delivery ratio analysis is shown in Fig. 4

which considered the proposed algorithm and also the

existing routing protocols namely LEACH routing algo-

rithm (Kim et al. 2007), HEED (Younis and Fahmy 2004),

LEACH with trust mechanism (Weichao et al. 2009) and

the proposed IFCSRA without outlier detection for the

analysis. There are five different experiments have been

conducted for this packet delivery ratio. These experiments

indicate the variation in the number of packets sent.

From Fig. 4, it can be noted that the use of the DTS and

IDTS which have improved the packet delivery ratio in the

proposed model when it is compared to the other existing

secured routing algorithms such as LEACH routing algo-

rithm (Kim et al. 2007), HEED (Younis and Fahmy 2004),

LEACH with trust mechanism (Weichao et al. 2009),

which are using clustering technique for making cluster-

based routing in the network. The reason for achieving

better packet delivery ratio in the proposed model is due to

the use of trust score calculation, energy-level considera-

tion and the incorporation of a new outlier detection

algorithm that uses fuzzy temporal rules for inference and

decision making.

Figure 5 is used to show the comparison of network

throughput through the application of the existing algo-

rithms such as LEACH routing algorithm (Kim et al.

2007), HEED (Younis and Fahmy 2004), LEACH with

trust mechanism (Weichao et al. 2009) and also the pro-

posed secured routing model that uses fuzzy rules and trust

modelling along with outlier detection. In this process, five

different experiments have been conducted by varying the

mobility speeds of sensor nodes from 10 to 50 m/s.

From the results shown in Fig. 5, it is to be noted that

the performance of the proposed routing algorithm with

trust modelling is better in terms of network throughput

measured under different speeds of mobility than the

algorithms that do not consider the trust modelling.

Moreover, the proposed routing algorithm outperforms all

the other existing routing algorithms considered in this

work due to the use of fuzzy rules, temporal constraints,

clustering, trust management and outlier detection.

Figure 6 shows the energy comparison analysis between

different existing routing algorithms namely LEACH

routing algorithm (Kim et al. 2007), HEED (Younis and

Fahmy 2004), LEACH with trust mechanism (Weichao

et al. 2009) and the proposed secured routing algorithm

that are tested for varying number of rounds

From Fig. 6, it can be noted that the energy consumption

is minimum when the packets are routed through the pro-

posed FCSROD than the other routing algorithms namely

LEACH routing algorithm (Kim et al. 2007), HEED

(Younis and Fahmy 2004), LEACH with trust mechanism

(Weichao et al. 2009). Here, the performance improvement

has been achieved not only through the application of fuzzy

rules, trust mechanism and clustering. Moreover, the

attackers were not allowed to dry the energy in the pro-

posed work by isolating them from the routing process.

Figure 7 shows the security level analysis for the newly

proposed secured routing algorithm and the other routing

algorithms namely LEACH routing algorithm (Kim et al.

2007), HEED (Younis and Fahmy 2004) and LEACH with

trust mechanism (Weichao et al. 2009). Moreover, five

different experiments have been carried out with various

set of nodes in the sensor network scenario by varying the

number of malicious users in the range of 5–10.

From Fig. 7, it can be observed that the performance of

the newly proposed secured routing algorithm is better with

respect to security when it is compared with the other

routing protocols. The reason for this security improvement

is because of the use of outlier detection, application of

intelligent fuzzy rules, constraint satisfaction using tem-

poral and spatial constraints.
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6 Conclusion and future works

In this paper, a new secured routing algorithm called fuzzy

rule and cluster-based secured routing with outlier detec-

tion (FRCSROD) algorithm has been proposed and

implemented for performing secured communication in

WSNs. Moreover, a new outlier detection algorithm called

fuzzy rule and distance-based outlier detection algorithm

(FRDOA) is also proposed and incorporated with the pro-

posed model which is used for distinguishing the normal

nodes from malicious nodes which are available in the

WSNs. In this proposed work, fuzzy temporal rules have

been generated and used to make effective decisions over

the process of cluster formation, security analysis and the

routing process. Security modelling has been carried out by

developing a trust model and an authentication process.

The experimental results of this work have proved that the

newly proposed secured routing algorithm improves the

security, reliability and packet delivery rate and also

reduces the communication delay in the network. There-

fore, the proposed algorithm enhances the lifetime of the

network by reducing unusual energy consumption by

malicious nodes. For enhancing the performance of this

model in future, new intelligent agents-based approach can

be used for the effective data communication and coordi-

nation between the sensor nodes that are identified as

source and a sink node for the particular communication

process.
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